PRINCETON UNIVERSITY INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS SECTION: 75 YEARS OF SELECTED FACULTY MONOGRAPHS**

The Industrial Relations Section was established in 1922 through the keen interest of Clarence J. Hicks in instruction and research in industrial relations and through the generosity of John D. Rockefeller, Jr. The Section has three principal functions. As a research bureau, the Section since 1925 has published numerous reports and annotated bibliographies, including books and briefer studies. As a reference library in industrial relations, the Section collects books, periodicals, pamphlets, reports, and documents concerning the relations of employers, employees, and government both in this country and abroad. The third function is cooperation in instruction. The Section offers its assistance in research to individual undergraduate and graduate students. For a more complete history of the Section see The Industrial Relations Section of Princeton University, 1922 to 1985 by Richard A. Lester.


* This list does not include titles in the "Memoranda," "Reprints of Essays and Periodical Articles," "Working Papers," nor all titles in the "Research Reports" series published by the section. All authors are or were affiliated with the Industrial Relations Section of Princeton University.

** Items on this list that are in print should be ordered directly from the publisher. Addresses are given in connection with each reference.


